Aging of core and optional sleep.
Two consecutive 24-hr ambulatory recordings of 14 healthy elderly persons (7 women, 7 men, ages 88-102) and of 19 healthy young adults (10 women, 9 men, ages 25-35) were evaluated. In addition to the classical sleep parameter analysis, sleep structure was also analyzed in terms of a proposed distinction between "core" and "optional" sleep (Horne 1989). Core sleep is the essential part of the sleep and is mainly slow wave sleep. This type of sleep is composed of stages 3 and 4 on non-REM sleep (NREM 3-4). Core sleep is obtained during the first three sleep cycles and the remainder of the night sleep is considered optional sleep. Optional sleep is more altered than core sleep. However, in both optional and core sleep, NREM sleep and REM are reduced. There is also an increase in drowsiness and in the time spent awake after sleep onset; however, the extent of these effects are more obvious in elderly men. Aging effects of slow wave sleep probably represent an amplification of the changes as observed in awake electroencephalic (EEG) patterns in healthy seniors. The decrease in slow wave sleep (stages NREM 3-4) is gender related and prevails in elderly men. REM sleep diminishes with increasing age. In the elderly, most REM sleep occurs at the beginning of the night. This contrasts to younger persons where the duration of REM sleep is longer at the end of the night. Furthermore, a decrease in REM sleep latency is particularly obvious in elderly men and probably secondary to the curtailment of slow wave sleep. The ultradian NREM-REM cycle rhythm (as defined by the periodic occurrence of REM sleep) shows a monophasic trend suggesting a diminished adaptive function of aged sleep. The informative value of true, continuous ambulatory recordings in the assessment of sleep-wakefulness patterns in normal and pathological aging is stressed.